1. Introduction
Energetica Natura feels obligated to respect and protect and your personal data. As the national and
European laws mention is the practitioner responsible for the processing of the personal data
collected by E-GPS.
We offer the practitioner a system conform the standards specified in the GDPR.
We save and use only those personal data which is supplied directly by the patient when he fills in
the Nutrition Survey. Furthermore we collect general statistics from your visits. Those statistics are
used for analysis of visitors form the website and their click behavior.
We will not allow others to use your personal data for their own purposes without your permission.
We keep the right to change this policy to meet possible changes to the law in the future or to
respond to technological changes. Therefore it would be a good idea to read this policy periodical to
inform you about changes.

2. Goal
The personal data is collected to support the practitioner by the creation of a diagnosis, to provide
him more information about the situation form his patient.
It’s always the practitioner who asks the patient to fill in the Nutrition Survey. The patient has the
possibility to refuse to fill in those survey. Before the patient fills in the survey he has to agree with
the collection of data for purposes as specified in this policy.
When the patient fills in the Nutrition Survey we collect the data. After finishing the answers are
processed automatically by E-GPS, and thereafter the practitioner has the possibility to view the
answers in a report.

3. Data
Totalised browse statistics
When you’re browsing websites you’re anonymous. It may happen that we collect your ip-address
and your browsing behaviour to improve the performance and interface from our website.
Name and address from the patient
Name and address information form the patient is stored in the E-GPS system to complete the
administration of the practitioner. E-GPS will arrange that the provided personal information will be
treated as confidential.
Health information from the patient
Besides the name and address information from the patient the answers from the Nutrition Survey
and the analysis based on this information is stored in the database. These analysis are not meant for
diagnosis, treatment, healing or to replace appropriate care by a qualified practitioner. These analysis
are only accessible for system developers and your own practitioner.

4. Measures
We use the following guidelines and we took the following measures to protect your data.

The website runs on a host in a datacenter in Ireland, that means that your data stays within the EEA
(European Economic Area). The server receives automatically the newest security updates. By the use
of a sub-network the server is separated from the other servers in the datacenter.
It’s only possible to access the website by the use of an SSL connection. Unlike a normal http
connection an SSL connection is encrypted, to reduce the change that others can read and use your
data.
Furthermore, the collected data will be saved encrypted in the database. Whenever an unauthorized
person will hack your data he has to decrypt the data before he can read and use it.
Every year the security level of E-GPS will be evaluated against the new technical changes, thereafter
we’ll decide if the implementation of new security measures is desirable.
Everybody who processes data under the authority of the practitioner or Energetica Natura, or
everybody who develops the system is required to be confidential with the personal data.
We won’t keep the data longer than required to achieve the aimed goal, unless the law requires
longer storage of the data. The practitioner has always the possibility to remove the data from his
patients form the system.

5. Data correction
You should contact your practitioner if you want to view and correct your data, or if you want to
request the removal of your personal data.
If you’ve questions about the E-GPS privacy policy you can send an email to: info@energeticagps.com. We’ll treat all request thoughtfully and with diligence and we’ll take corrective measures in
accordance to national and European laws, if necessary.

